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CHTA Secretariat
Items for inclusion in Hotline and

enquiries about CHTA activities should
be addressed to:

Contract Heat Treatment Association
c/o SEA / BATF,

Federation House, 10 Vyse Street,
Birmingham B18 6LT

Tel: 0121 329 2970 (or 0121 237 1123)
Fax: 0121 237 1124

E-mail: mail@chta.co.uk
Website: www.chta.co.uk

CHTA Secretary and Hotline Editor:
Alan J. Hick B.Sc., C. Eng., FIMMM

The Contract Heat Treatment Association is
not responsible for the statements made or

opinions expressed by contributors to Hotline.

CHTA is affiliated to the Surface Engineering Association

Guido Plicht

Head of Metals
Processing Applications

Technology

Certificate in Metallurgy

As sponsor, CHTA is determined to
ensure the success and longevity of
these courses. Members are urged
to bring them to the attention of all
relevant industry contacts.
Details, including the various dates
scheduled for presentation of each of
the course modules, can be found at:
www.amrctraining.co.uk/en/67/prof-
dev-certificate-in-metallurgy.

Register your interest with 
Graham Small on:
T 07545 429434
E g.small@amrc.co.uk
www.amrctraining.co.uk

 

EUROPEAN UNION
Investing in Your Future
European Regional
Development Fund 2007-13

CERTIFICATE
IN METALLURGY
 The AMRC Training Centre, in collaboration with the 
Contract Heat Treatment Association (CHTA) offer 
a Certi�cate in Metallurgy for Technicians. This is 
a formal, QCF level 3 quali�cation (equivalent to 
A level) accredited by Excellence, Achievement & 
Learning (EAL) Limited.

Candidates are required to complete the following training modules, 
each of which will be assessed by examination:

Mandatory
Scienti�c & Engineering Principles (1 day self-study)
Fundamentals of Metallurgy (1 day taught course)

Options (�ve to be selected)
Principles of Testing & Quality Assurance (1 day taught course)
Mechanical Testing Techniques (1 day taught course)
Non-Destructive Testing (1 day taught course)
Principles of Heat Treatment (1 day taught course)
Metals for Aerospace Applications (1 day taught course)
Metals Processing & Manufacturing Technologies (1 day taught  
course)

Each of the taught courses will be delivered at least once between 
April 2013 and April 2014 in:

Sheffield
West Bromwich
Letchworth

Fees - £2500 per candidate, includes registration fee. VAT not 
applicable.
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An update on the CHTA-sponsored
courses from Graham Small of our
partner AMRC Training Centre.

Through the services of EAL, the award-
ing body, the AMRC Training Centre’s
Certificate in Metallurgy received formal
accreditation by Ofqual at the end of May
2013. It is rare for accreditation to be
granted on the first submission: that we
were able to achieve this is due in large part
to the sterling efforts of Mick Lewus (tech-
nical course development and delivery)
and Julia Barratt (quality manager).
Delivery of the one-day training modules
started with the first “Fundamentals of
Metallurgy” courses in West Bromwich and
Sheffield towards the end of May. The
programme continues with modules on
“Principles of Heat Treatment”, Mechanical
Testing Techniques”, “Non-Destructive
Testing”, “Principles of Testing and Quality
Assurance”, “Metals Processing and
Manufacturing Technologies” and “Metals
for Aerospace Applications”, scheduled for
various dates in the remainder of 2013.
Each of these units will be delivered in
West Bromwich and Sheffield; other
locations will be considered in response to
demand.
To date, approximately 30 people have
registered to study for the qualification, of
whom just under half are from eight CHTA
member companies.
The Certificate was developed at the
request of the CHTA and provides an
excellent opportunity for member com-
panies to develop the capabilities of their
staff and hence to enhance the quality of
the service they provide.
Successful completion of the course
results in a qualification at NVQ level 3,
providing candidates with formal recogni-
tion for their efforts and helping greatly

with customer confidence and supplier
certification.
If you feel that your business and/or your
staff would benefit from achieving a
Certificate in Metallurgy, please contact
Graham Small at the AMRC on 07545
429434 or g.small@amrc.co.uk.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Good turnout at CHTA AGMGood turnout at CHTA AGM

David Frost CBE flanked by CHTA Secretary Alan J Hick
(left) and Chairman Simon Blantern (Bodycote),

who presented the CHTA progress report.

CHTA Management Committee members Mark Florance
(Techniques Surfaces UK), Debbie Mellor (Keighley
Labs) and Paul Handley (Heat Treatment 2000).

Richard Burslem (Wallwork Heat Treatment),
Peter Cox (Beta Heat Treatment), Peter Carpenter

(Wallwork) and Les Hickens (Beta).

Derek Close (Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre),
Ian Lacey (Wallwork Heat Treatment),

Steven Roberts and Frank Butler (both Alloy Heat
Treatment) and Martyn Slocombe (Zotic).

CHTA Chairman Simon Blantern looks on as guest speaker David Frost CBE, Network
Chair of Local Enterprise Partnerships, explains “What is needed to kickstart local growth”.

Arron Rimmer and Simon Day of ADI Treatments with
Keith Laing (TTI Group), Darren Marsh (Special Steels)

and Simon Cockfield (Ajax Tocco International).

Tamworth Heat Treatment’s Kevin Bannister and Kevin
Langston with CHTA Vice-Chairman Chris Kenward
(Ajax Tocco International) and Mick Lewus (AMRC

Training Centre), who updated members on the CHTA-
sponsored course leading to a Certificate in Metallurgy.

John Blee (Zotic) with Peter Stokes
(Century Heat Treatment & Plating)

and Simon Blantern.

Hotline Editor Alan J Hick with
Alan McCracken (Kepston) and John
Jervis (Bodycote Heat Treatments).

A healthy 47% of full members were represented
amongst the 32 delegates attending CHTA’s

May 9th Annual General Meeting, the 35th since the
Association became incorporated as a company limited

by guarantee in 1978.

A healthy 47% of full members were represented
amongst the 32 delegates attending CHTA’s

May 9th Annual General Meeting, the 35th since the
Association became incorporated as a company limited

by guarantee in 1978.
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Almor Group • Daleside Road • Nottingham • NG2 3GJ
Tel • 0115 986 8773
E-mail • sales@almor.co.uk

www.almor.co.uk

Furnace Upgrades and Energy Saving Burners
Specialist Alloy Fabrications

Replacement Parts and Consumables
Atmosphere Controls

New Aichelin Furnaces and Ovens
Vacuum Furnace Services

Site Services
Maintenance Contracts

Training and Plant Assessments

All round capability
All focussed on your needs

Heat Treatment Systems

A PARTNER OF

Furnace Spares &
Maintenance Ltd

Engineering Solutions for
the Heat Treatment Industry
With a full ‘in-house’ facility for bespoke furnace design
and manufacture of heat treatment plant and associated

equipment, we provide our customers with rapid,
practical and cost-effective solutions to their needs.

SERVICES
• DESIGN • CONSULTANCY • COMBUSTION SYSTEMS

• COMMISSIONING • FAULT FINDING

• REFURBISHMENT • ELECTRICAL • INSTALLATION

• REPAIRS/ MAINTENANCE

• IN-HOUSE MACHINING • REFRACTORIES

ALLOY PRODUCTS
• WORK BASKETS • RETORTS • MUFFLES • FANS

• RADIANT TUBES • JIGS & FIXTURES • GRIDS • DRIVE

DRUMS & ROLLERS • CAST LINK & MESH BELT • ELEMENTS

With 10-tonne overhead craneage facilities, our factory features mild-steel
fabrication and alloy welding workshops and a fully-equipped machine shop

For an in-depth view of our services, visit our new website:

www.furnacespares.com
Tel: +44 (0)1922 458330 Fax: +44 (0)1922 456402
E-mail: furnacespares.maintenance@fsmail.net

Clayton Thermal Processes Limited
Summerton Road, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 2EL

 Tel: +44 121 511 1203 E-mail: rk@claytonholdings.com
 Web: www.claytonholdings.com

Sizes start from 200mm diameter.  Depth:600-2000mm
Temperature: 150-1100°C      Uniformity = < ±5°C

Low capital and maintenance cost

Meet Nadcap temperature uniformity
Suppliers to Aerospace / Medical / Engineering

Install or Upgrade to  

Fluidised-bed Furnaces

ADVERTISEMENTS

BOC offer a half day on site hazard awareness 

workshop for ammonia processes 

3 Safe handling and storage of ammonia

3 Awareness of ammonia chemical properties

3 Site emergency planning and safety equipment

3 On-site emergency rescue situation

Training is conducted on or off site and is offered for 

2–10 delegates per half day session.

Designed for people working with ammonia the course 

focuses on safe working practice and risk management 

and aims to aid incident prevention. 

To find out more about our courses call us on 

01483 244 597 or email us at specialproducts@boc.com

Ammonia, can you handle it?
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Their facility in Letchworth offers an exten-
sive range of heat treatments, including
HIP (hot isostatic pressing), and their
strategic focus on the aerospace sector
has allowed for significant investment in
both ‘man’ and ‘machine’ in recent times.

KEIGHLEY LABS ACHIEVES
NADCAP MERIT ACCREDITATION
The Technical Services division of
Keighley Laboratories has achieved world-
class Nadcap accreditation for a Materials
Testing Laboratory (MTL), a status recog-
nised by the majority of global aerospace
primes as a mark of quality-assurance
excellence. The West Yorkshire company

Member news
SC21 BRONZE AWARD FOR TTI
Launched at Farnborough, SC21 is a pro-
gramme designed to increase the competi-
tiveness of the aerospace and defence
industry by raising the performance of its
supply chains. The 650 companies curr-
ently on the SC21 journey are committed
to achieving common industry develop-
ment and performance gains; many
commit to working within cluster groups in
order to maximise the effectiveness of
collaboration.
The prestigious SC21 Bronze award
recognises TTI’s efforts to develop world-
class status within the aerospace supply
chain. ADS, the aerospace trade organisa-
tion running the SC21 programme, noted
its significant importance as TTI are not
only the very first heat treatment facility
to receive this award, they are also the
only company of its kind currently on
this programme.
TTI Group Ltd provides a comprehensive
array of heat and surface treatments, to a
range of market sectors, from multiple
locations across the UK. Each site has a
focus to a market, process type or
combination of the two, and is linked by a
support network of quality, logistics and
management systems.

also gained the coveted Merit grade, which
rewards superior performance in Nadcap
audits and reduces subsequent audit
frequency.
Accreditation has also prompted affirma-
tion and prolongation of its Airbus approval,
the aircraft manufacturer having adopted
the Nadcap programme for its global
supply chain.

As one of the few Nadcap-accredited MTL
facilities in the UK, Keighley Labs has
been assessed successfully for the evalua-
tion of aerospace welds, tensile, impact
and bend testing, metallographic and
micro-indentation hardness procedures,
and specimen preparation and machining.
Combined with UKAS-accredited testing
and certification to many international
standards and Civil Aviation Authority
approval of in-house weld specimen
supervisors, this confirms the company as
a centre of excellence for weld testing, at a
time when there is a Europe-wide shortage
of the necessary expertise.

WALLWORK ADDS
NON-FERROUS CAPABILITY
Wallwork Heat Treatment has com-
missioned a new 800kg-capacity furnace
for the processing of aluminium and
magnesium products. The new furnace
provides various heat treatments for cast,
forged, wrought or fabricated components,
from single items of up to 2m³ to batches of
components as small as 0.5mm diameter.
Equipped to use a variety of quenchants,
the plant has the capability to achieve a
rapid quench time of less than 10 seconds.
Very small pressed or cast parts can

With Keighley’s award: MD Debbie Mellor, Tim Clegg
(Quality Manager), Peter Hanson (Senior Metallurgist) and
Matthew Mellor (Divisional Technical Services Director).

For the best in subcontract heat
treatment services, go to . . .

The 
Contract 

Heat 
Treatment 

Association

. . . your guide to sourcing from over
60 UK-wide heat treatment specialists

A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
CHTA stalwarts Richard Burslem
and Chris Kenward are scheduled
to be amongst the speakers at SEA’s
Surface Engineering Industry
Conference, to be held in Meriden
on 18 October this year.
For full details of the event, contact
SEA’s Diana Blair (tel: 0121 237 1123;
e-mail: diana.blair@sea.org.uk) or
visit www.sea.org.uk.

The new non-
ferrous furnace at

Wallwork.

Seen here at the presentation of the SC21 award from ADS
are (l. to r.): Tony Alderton, Plant Manager at TTI
Letchworth; Neil McManus, ADS Industry Chairman, and
Andy Borg, Managing Director of TTI Group Ltd. Delighted
with their achievement, Andy endorsed the dedicated hard
work of the Letchworth manager and his team.

therefore be processed effectively.
Explained sales and marketing director
Simeon Collins: “Our core business
remains the thermal processing and sur-
face coating of high-value components for
aerospace, motorsport and medical-device
manufacturers. The new non-ferrous
furnace adds to our commercial processing
capability and is part of a three-year
development programme that will see a
further significant increase in this capacity”.

BRADFORD COURSE
Northern CHTA members remind Hotline
that the two-year day-release course they
inspired at Bradford College is still on-
going, with a new term scheduled to start in
September.
Richard S A Brown, Bradford’s Head of
Metallurgy and Materials Engineering,
notes that the BTEC Level 3 Diploma
in Manufacturing Engineering attracts
Government funding for employers and
that general information about these QFC-
accredited courses can be found at
www.edexcel.com/quals/nationals10/man-
eng/Pages/default.aspx.
For specific information on the Bradford
version with metallurgical bias, contact
Richard (tel: 0127 443 3381; e-mail:
rsa.brown@bradfordcollege.ac.uk).

The new non-
ferrous furnace at

Wallwork.
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The Monty does the UK
THE MONTY

At Bodycote/Macclesfield (l. to r.): Steve Thompson of
Super Systems Inc (SSi), Matt Cross (Super Systems
UK), David Landless (Bodycote Finance Director) and
Gord Montgomery. Said Gord of David: “I have never
yet met a finance person in this industry with so much
actual heat treating knowledge - rather an unusual
combination in our experience.”

Holding the record for being photo-
graphed in the most heat treatment
shops around the world, Canada-
based Gord Montgomery is the
busy man behind The Monty, the
internet’s widely-read source of latest
global heat treating news. Hosted by
Hotline advertiser Super Systems UK*,
Gord was in England in March visiting
a number of CHTA members. He
reports his overall impressions here.

A temporary job in the heat treating
industry in Canada, at the ripe old age of
21, has in all likelihood become a perman-
ent occupation now that I have reached 55.
Over the years I have come to know and
love the heat treating industry and, be-
cause of our monthly newsletter "The
Monty" and our website at www.themonty.com,
I have been lucky enough to be able to
travel the world visiting commercial and
captive heat treaters.
My experience with heat treating in the UK
is relatively modest, which means that I
jumped at a recent invitation by James
Cross of Super Systems to visit a number
of commercial heat treat plants in the UK.

In front of one of the vacuum furnaces at TTI
Group, Letchworth, Gord (left) is pictured with
“some of the individuals responsible for this
impressive operation”: Stewart Griffiths (HIP
Project Manager), Tony Alderton (Plant Manager),
Paul French (Vacuum Supervisor) and Duncan
Harris (Vacuum & Atmosphere Services Ltd).

“This commercial heat treater surprised us
because of the sheer size” observed Gord of
Wallwork Heat Treatment Ltd at Bury. (L. to
r.): Gord Montgomery, Jim Oakes (SSi), Mike
Jarvis, WHT Chief Engineer, Richard Burslem,
then WHT Director, Matt Cross (Super Systems
UK) and Steve Thompson (SSi).

“Continuous heat treating of fasteners is a very
strong area for the company” said Gord of West
Bromwich-based Heat Treatment 2000. L. to r.:
Gord Montgomery, Adrian Ordidge (Director,
Heat Treatment 2000), Matt Cross (Super
Systems UK) and Paul Barber (Director, Heat
Treatment 2000).

Based upon this, CHTA’s Alan J Hick
asked me to put together a few brief
thoughts about commercial heat treating in
the UK and how it compares with other
areas of the world.
My first impression was the very high level
of technology and professionalism which I
witnessed during my visit. Perhaps our
visits were only to the most impressive

heat treaters, but on average what I saw
were shops cleaner and with more
advanced equipment than most other
areas of the world. All of the vacuum,
nitriding and coating installations I viewed
are comparable with any in the world and,
in general, newer and more sophisticated
than most areas.
My second impression was that volumes

Spot the heat treater! The excellent Super Systems Technical Seminar, held in Birmingham on March 7th, was attended by some
70 heat treaters including guests Gord Montgomery (far left) and Alan J Hick (photographer). The event, opened by Matt Cross, MD of
Super Systems Europe, featured in-depth presentations from leading figures from Super Systems Inc (SSi) in the States.
Jim Oakes, SSi’s VP Business Development and member of the Nadcap board of trustees, spoke in detail about “Industry Standards”
(common AMS 2750 E and CQI-9 pyrometry findings and recent revisions) and “Managing Data” (as an aid to preventive maintenance).
In “Process Control”, Steve Thompson, SSi’s President, gave an overview of measurement and control technology and, in a second
presentation, explored “Atmosphere / Probe Troubleshooting”.
Those unable to attend the seminar can obtain a copy of the presentations by e-mailing James Cross at jamesc@supersystems.com.

Gord Montgomery (right)
with Hotline Editor

Alan J Hick.

*Now Super Systems Europe - see page 8.
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THE MONTY

and furnace capacity were on average
smaller than those in North America,
although not that much different from most
areas of the world. For instance, in North
America many commercial shops are used
to running millions of parts per year for just
a handful of customers (typically auto-
motive or fastener work). However, while

many UK shops would have similar sales
volumes compared with North America,
they typically rely on a number of smaller-
volume customers (an exception to this
would be Heat Treatment 2000 which con-
centrates on high-volume fastener work).
In commenting about furnace capacity
being smaller, I was referring specifically to

the most common style of furnace in the
world – sealed-quench furnaces. In North
America, I would estimate that 90% of new
furnaces sold have working dimensions of
36" x 48" x 36" which is larger than the vast
majority I saw in the UK - again I go back to
my thoughts about larger average orders in
North America.
Additional impressions include the fact that
an enormous amount of heat treating
capacity is dedicated to high-end products
such as aerospace, defence and medical
which, of course, is behind the general high
level of technology.
And our final impression is that the UK is
damn cold and, this is coming from a
Canadian boy, must have something to do
with the dampness.
I have to say it was a tremendous pleasure
to meet with so many people that I have
exchanged e-mails with over the years.
The best thing about our industry is that,
while it is large, it is very close knit. It is
always enjoyable to meet people
thousands of miles from home and realise
how much you have in common.

Switzerland-based Econox offers heat
treaters a range of oxygen probes and
control systems. The company’s
David Howard provides details…

Holding an example of PVD coating, Gord at TTI
Group Ltd / Nitrotec Services in Birmingham
with: Matt Cross (Super Systems UK), Mike
Fielden (Works Manager), Steve Plumb (Tech-
nical Manager) and Keith Laing (Technical
Development Manager). Gord: ”a fascinating
visit learning about processes in which we would
never consider ourselves experts”.

At TTI Nitriding Services,Telford, in front
of the bottom-loading vacuum furnaces, Gord
(left) with Martin Dyson (Works Manager),
Duncan Harris (Vacuum & Atmosphere Services
Ltd.) and Jamie Payton (Technical & Quality
Manager). Gord: “a company with a large
percentage of aerospace work and ambitious
plans for future growth”

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Econox SA

Spread the word by
proclaiming your

CHTA membership

For use on company letterheads, literature, websites and
advertisements, members can download CHTA’s logo
from the Members Area of the Association’s website.

Econox was established in 1984,
commencing in the garage of former owner
Mr. Pierre Berret in Porrentruy. With
continuous growth and market expansion
across Europe and Asia, Econox now
occupies the above building in Alle.
As the sister company to Codere SA
(www.codere.ch), we have evolved our
product range progressively to introduce
ourselves in markets for oxygen probes,
boilers, incinerators, industrial kilns and
ceramic furnaces.
In 1984, our former director purchased a
patent for the ZI Pro oxygen probe, con-
sidered to be more economical and user-
friendly. This probe has the advantage
of resisting thermal shocks and mild

mechanical shocks and is ideal for pit
furnaces.
This probe is seen as a cost-effective
option as, with little training, the end-user
can repair and, in the long term, reduce
expenditure on new oxygen probes.
We manufacture a range of different
oxygen probes, control systems and
supervision software to manage and
control heat treatment parameters.
Econox offers various probe options to our
valued customers:
• thermocouple: to measure the temper-
ature (K, S or R);

• protective ceramic: gives probe added
protection and, therefore, a longer life:

• different zirconia technologies (welded
or ball).

Econox SA prides itself on having over
3,500 oxygen probes currently in the
marketplace.
Econox can also offer our very own
controllers to modernise your existing
heat treatment interface through our

CarboMonitor and CarboManagement
supervision software. We have supplied
these systems to a number of customers
across Europe.
With economic uncertainty, this company
has seen a drastic increase in companies
who no longer have the finances to invest
in new installations, but rather optimise
their existing, at times outdated, heat
treatment lines. Econox could be your
answer.
Finally, we will be delighted to receive
requests for additional information on our
control systems. Please contact David
Howard (d.howard@econox.ch) or call me
at 0041 32 465 1000.

LOGO
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ENERGY / CLIMATE CHANGE LEVY

The new (phase 2) climate change agree-
ments came into operation from 1st April
this year and all participating companies
should have now received confirmation
that their agreements have been activated
by the Environment Agency.
It’s worth taking time to understand the
main differences between the new and the
old climate change agreements:

Scheme administrator and charges
The overall administrator of the scheme is
now the Environment Agency. The
responsibility for this has moved from the
Department of Energy & Climate Change
to the Environment Agency to tie in with the
operation of the Carbon Reduction
Commitment Scheme.
The Environment Agency will be making a
charge on all participants in the scheme,
currently £185 per site per annum, to
cover their operating costs. You will
be invoiced for this amount via the
sector association as the Environment
Agency (EA) does not wish to invoice all
the thousands of companies involved in
the scheme.

Penalties
Under the old agreement, the only penalty
available to the administrator was the
termination of the agreement and com-
plete loss of the CCL discount. The new
scheme is intended to be more pro-
portionate and flexible in its approach to
sites which fail to meet the obligations of
their agreements.
There are two methods for calculating
the penalties applicable to specific
infringements:
Method 1 covers the following types of
infringement:
• Failing to provide the EA, on or before
1st May following the end of a target
period, with information they have
requested in order to determine whether
targets have been met or not.

• Failing to provide information by the date
specified by the EA.

• Providing inaccurate data.

• Failing to tell the EA of any changes as
required by the agreement.

The amount of the penalty is the greater of
£250 or 10% of the annual value of the
CCL discount, so this can become very
costly if you don’t keep your agreement up
to date.
Method 2 applies to companies that
provide inaccurate base-year or target-
period data and the penalty will be the
greater of £250 or £12 per tonne of CO2

of the quantity of emissions reported
inaccurately.
None of the penalties will apply during the
“data correction window”, which runs
through until the end of September 2013,
so it is in your best interest to ensure that
your agreements are fully up to date by
then.

Target periods
The target periods under the new agree-
ment will cover a complete two-year period
rather than the one-year period under the
old agreement. There will also be a longer
period of time to report data at the end of
each target period (end of Q1). The target
periods (TP) are:
TP1 – 1st January 2013 to 31st December 2014
TP2 – 1st January 2015 to 31st December 2016
TP3 – 1st January 2017 to 31st December 2018
TP4 – 1st January 2019 to 31st December 2020

Meeting your target
Each target unit (this can be an individual
site or group of sites in what is known as a
bubble agreement) will be responsible for
meeting its own target under the new
agreement. If it fails to meet its target, it will
have to purchase what is known as carbon
dioxide equivalent credits to make up the
shortfall. These will be priced at £12 per
tonne for the first target period.
If a target unit performs better than its
target, it can bank the savings for use in
future years. This will not have to be
verified by a third party, as was the case
with the old agreements.
If you need any help or advice, then please
do not hesitate to contact the SEA
(www.sea.org.uk).

New
Climate
Change

Agreements

New
Climate
Change

Agreements

SEA’s Dave Elliott outlines how the
new CCAs differ from the previous
scheme.

Dave Elliott updating on CCAs at
May 9th’s CHTA AGM

Dave Elliott updating on CCAs at
May 9th’s CHTA AGM

ADVERTISER NEWS

Indentec hardness testing machine
in use at Aero Engine Controls,

Birmingham.

SUPER SYSTEMS EUROPE
To reflect their increasing presence in the
European market, Hotline advertisers
Super Systems UK have changed their
trading name to Super Systems Europe
and the company’s website is now
www.supersystemseurope.com.
Super Systems have also recently doubled
the size of their Sutton Coldfield premises.
With a conference room and large projec-
tor, demonstration panels and products
linked to a test furnace, they are now able
to offer tailored heat treatment and furnace
control training.

INDENTEC EXPANDS
A move to new larger business premises
will enable thriving Indentec Ltd to
increase output and potentially create a
number of extra highly-skilled jobs.
Previously located in Stourbridge, the
Hotline advertiser specialises in the design
and manufacture of a range of testing
equipment used to determine the hard-
ness of materials. A major supplier
of advanced-technology materials-testing
machines, Indentec exports products
around the world and is regarded as a
leading provider of hardness-testing
solutions.
In April, the company transferred its
operation to a newly-acquired 1350m²
plant in Brierley Hill which accommodates
a modern design and production facility
and provides land for future expansion.
Announcing the move, Indentec’s Mana-
ging Director, John Piller, said: “Our
machines are used by leading technology
companies to maintain product quality and
customers include Rolls-Royce, Aero
Engine Controls, BAE Systems and BMW.
The new facility will include a UKAS-
accredited calibration laboratory which is
essential to ensure our customers continue
to enjoy the ultimate product support. The
new premises will also house our R&D
Centre, customer training suite and a
comprehensively-equipped demonstration
laboratory containing a wide range of
materials-testing products.”
Founded in 1976, Indentec is now part of
the Zwick Roell Group, a global supplier of
materials-testing equipment which is em-
ployed across a wide range of industries, to
evaluate product quality, and in academia
for teaching and research purposes. For
further details visit: www.zwick.co.uk.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ONE HANDY 
SOURCE. 
ALL THE LATEST 
STEEL STANDARDS.

The essential reference tool for engineers, architects, 
designers and material scientists.
 
– The data you need with notes providing 
 qualification, explanation and cross-referenced 
 by application, property and supplier.

– The chemical and mechanical composition as 
 well as the physical properties of British/

European  standard steels and most of the popular  
 US steel standards.

– Essential contact details of UK Steel producers 
 and organisations that can provide advice on 
 “equivalents” and on steel usage in particular 
 applications.

– Helpful and easy-to-follow information 
 on steel designation systems and the steel   
 standards process in general.

– 64 principal standards updated and 32 new 
 standards added since the last published edition.

Steel Specifications (14th ed.)

Order your copy today at www.uksteel.org.uk 
or call UK Steel on 020 7654 1518.

£150
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ADVERTISER PROFILE

JLS Furnaces UK
This new Hotline advertiser has been
established recently in partnership with
Vacuum and Atmosphere Services Ltd…

Back in 1938, James Lobate Smith started
what was to become a great tradition in
British oven and furnace manufacturing. In
the ensuing years, there have been many
name changes (JLS Engineering, JLS
Ovens and JLS Redditch) but the name
JLS has always been the constant.
In 2005, after a turbulent few years, JLS
Redditch Ltd was purchased, by Jim and
Lesley Nelson, in its entirety, including all
intellectual rights and properties. The
rebuilding of the JLS brand began.
JLS Redditch Ltd continued to manu-
facture all the tried-and-tested designs,
both ovens and furnaces. The oven
business prospered in what was has been
a testing period for the heat treatment
industry.
The JLS Redditch management team
recognised the huge potential of develop-
ing its furnace business and that it needed
a re-launch.

Vacuum and Atmosphere Services Ltd
(VAS), founded in 2000 by former Ipsen
employees and based in West Bromwich,
was chosen as JLS Redditch's new partner
and JLS Furnaces UK was formed. With 22
employees boasting over 130 years’
experience on all types and designs of
furnaces, VAS is the ideal partner to
promote this new business venture.

JLS Furnaces UK will offer new equipment,
spares and service for furnace plant,
including support for all the existing JLS
furnace users. JLS Redditch will continue
to offer new equipment, spares and service
for all ovens (rated below 790ºC).

JLS Redditch’s Jim and Lesley Nelson flanked
by Mike Long (left) and John Sheahan, part of
the new management team of JLS Furnaces UK.

With two excellent manufacturing facilities
in Wickford, Essex and West Bromwich,
the new company is perfectly placed to
support existing and new customers. The
manufacturing will be spilt between stan-
dard product, manufactured in West Brom-
wich, and bespoke designs manufactured
in Wickford.
JLS Furnaces UK will continue to offer all
the well-established JLS designs whilst
planning to develop a new range of
furnaces, with the focus on energy saving.
After-market support will be offered from
our centrally-located facility in West
Bromwich. JLS Furnaces UK is a gas-safe
registered company, with experienced,
capable and well-travelled engineers.
Spares will be available from stock for all
JLS-manufactured equipment, with next-
day delivery.
The new management team of JLS
Furnaces UK is very excited about the
future and re-establishing the JLS brand, a
great tradition in British manufacturing.
For further details, please contact our
sales team on 0121-552-2787, e-mail
sales@jlsfurnacesuk.com or visit our
website: www.jlsfurnacesuk.com.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Quench oil
regeneration

COST-EFFECTIVE / ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

� Spent quench oils brought back to original
specification by removal of contaminant water/solids
and replenishment of additive packages.

� Result: clean, dry and sterilised quench oils, at a
fraction of the cost of virgin products.

� Cooling-curve analysis available to confirm quenching
performance characteristics.

� Negates disposal problems.

� Unique combination of
technical expertise and
practical experience gained
through over 50 years of oil
reconditioning and recovery.

� Accredited to
ISO 9001/2000
and ISO 14001.

MIDLAND OIL REFINERY LTD
Tel: 0121 585 6006

Fax: 0121 585 5405

E-mail: info@midlandoil.co.uk

Shelah Road, Halesowen,

West Midlands B63 3PN

www.midlandoil.co.uk
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Market Movements
ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES RELATING TO 31 CHTA MEMBER SITES

Quarter
No. sites

National

TURNOVER TRENDS
Based on “Market Movements”
data related to 1st quarter of 1991

OVERALL ANALYSIS Mean
(31 SITES) index

This quarter last year 102.4

Last quarter 95.7

Predicted next quarter 102.5

“THIS QUARTER” =

1 JANUARY –
31 MARCH 2013
= TURNOVER INDEX 100

N
u
m
b
er
o
f
S
it
es

National (31 sites)

This Quarter Last Year
Last Quarter
Prediction for Next Quarter

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Please send comment and
news items for September’s

Hotline 133 to: mail@chta.co.uk
Deadline: August 21st

STATESIDE STATS

NORTH AMERICAN FIRST-
QUARTER SALES DOWN 8.3%
CHTA counterparts participating in the
Metal Treating Institute’s Monthly Sales
Statistics Program reported year-to-date
heat-treating sales for March 2013 of
$235.7million, a fall of 8.3% from the
$257.1million recorded for the January-
March period of 2012. March billings
amounted to $82.9million, a drop of 9.0%
compared with March 2012’s $91.1million.
The latest returns indicate April sales of
$82.5million, a decrease of 1.7% from
April last year when billings amounted to
$83.9million.
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Diary
July 3-5 2013
THERMOTEC 2013
Tokyo, Japan http://thermotec-expo.com/en/

July 9-10 2013
INTERNATIONAL THERMPROCESS SUMMIT
Düsseldorf, Germany www.itps-online.com

July 18 2013
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

July 29-30 2013
NADCAP AUDIT PREPARATION – HEAT TREATING
Manchester, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

July 31 – August 1 2013
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Manchester, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

August 1 2013
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

September 10-12 2013
HEAT TREATMENT 2013
Moscow, Russia www.htexporus.com/

September 15-18 2013
EURO PM2013
Gothenburg, Sweden
http://www.epma.com/pm_2013/home.htm

September 16-17 2013
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Sheffield, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

September 17 2013
BIFCA course:
INTRODUCTION TO INDUCTION HARDENING
West Bromwich, England www.bifca.org.uk

September 16-18 2013
27TH ASM HEAT TREATING SOCIETY
CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION
Indianapolis, Indiana. USA
www.asminternational.org/content/Events/Heattreat/

September 26 2013
BIFCA course:
BURNER TECHNOLOGY
West Bromwich, England www.bifca.org.uk

October 9-11 2013
69TH HÄRTEREIKONGRESS
Wiesbaden, Germany
Heat treatment congress/exhibition, now with simultan-
eous German/English translation: www.hk-awt.de

October 15-17 2013
UNDERSTANDING HEAT TREATMENT
Birmingham, England
78th repeat of Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre’s
course. Details from Derek Close: tel: 0121 237 1122;
e-mail: derek.close@sea.org.uk; www.sea.org.uk/whtc

October 18 2013
SURFACE ENGINEERING INDUSTRY
CONFERENCE 2013
Meriden, England www.sea.org.uk

October 24 2013
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

November 7 2013
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

November 14-15 2013
NITRIDING SYMPOSIUM 3
Las Vegas, NV, USA www.nitriding.info/

*Members wishing issues to be raised at CHTA
meetings should notify CHTA’s Secretary, well before-
hand, at mail@chta.co.uk


